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Preface
By David Eisenhower
As an observer of the American political scene for over 50 years, I have
witnessed many changes in our political system. But like most Americans, I
was taught to best appreciate the durable features of our national system of
self-government which have provided a framework for American freedom
and the prosperity we have historically enjoyed. Our system of checks and
balances has been one such enduring feature; another has been a political
climate of optimism and moderation characteristic of much of American
history.
Our democratic foundations were forged out of compromises made
during a sweltering summer in Philadelphia in 1787, and the basic principles have endured for over two and a quarter centuries. In two centuries,
Americans have cumulatively built the greatest nation in history; provided a
haven for the persecuted and oppressed; led the world in scientific and technical innovation; and provided leadership and strength when the world has
become threatened. Yet despite these accomplishments, Americans today
seem more divided, our government appears less effective, and our leadership appears more challenged than at any time in the past century. As the
authors point out authoritatively, today we face a serious political crisis, a
crisis of governmental effectiveness, a crisis centered on Congress but
affecting all branches and levels of government; in short, a crisis that
threatens the structure of our system as we have known it.
That good old American democratic value of compromise has gone dormant. Budgets have become elusive; solutions have been kicked down the
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road; and the political system has become more rancorous. To the average
American, these changes have been confusing and frustrating. To the casual
observer, it often appears the system is coming apart, as pessimism about
America’s future grows. In a word, national politics have become “polarized” and characterized by a hyper-partisanship not seen since the Civil
War. The main impact of this polarization has fallen on the operations of
Congress, the “first branch of government,” which has always been the citizens’ most direct link to the national government.
Yet the current political crisis is paradoxical in some ways. America
remains a powerful and prosperous nation. Though the American economy
mends slowly, we have safely navigated our way past the financial crisis of
2008 which threatened the return of a great depression. Americans are
deeply involved in problems overseas, but there is no Vietnam War to set
generation against generation. Racial problems remain, but the real civil
rights turmoil is history and the peaceful revolution it brought forth is a
matter of law, thanks to a visionary and compromise-minded Congress 50
years ago. And ironies abound. Partisanship thrives, but as the authors
show, national political parties are weakened. Because election considerations are and always have been the primary determinants of congressional
behavior, more and more non-competitive districts rob members of Congress of incentives to court the middle, which effectively disenfranchises the
largest single group of Americans – independents. The rise of what Davis
calls “nationalized elections” actually produces results that segment and
fragment America.
But the key point made by the authors throughout this book is that the
political crisis Americans face has causes that must – and can – be remedied.
Authors Davis and Frost – former congressional campaign chairmen for
the House Republicans and Democrats, respectively – draw on their cumulative years as congressional leaders and campaign chairs to explain why this
has happened to our system of government. Drawing on a wealth of experience, they explain in readable prose how the “macro” events shaping our
political system have emerged and how they and lesser causes have combined to bring us to the current impasse.
The authors describe and analyze the ideological sorting of the parties
and the resultant polarization and ineffectiveness of Congress, which have
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not happened in a vacuum or as the result of any single set of political events
or decisions. They describe the marginalization of “moderate voters,” which
underlies hyper-partisanship in Congress. They look carefully at the emergence of non-competitive districts, a phenomenon due partly to the “residential sorting process” (in which people of like-minded values live in
enclaves) and partly to the 1965 Voting Rights Act (which has had the
effect of packing minority members in districts and bleaching the districts
around them). As they explain, non-competitive districts have also come
about thanks to the sophisticated gerrymandering of House district lines.
And as the number of non-competitive districts has risen, so has the importance of primaries and the partisans and interest groups that gravitate
toward the poles of American politics and have the effect of driving policy
right and left, punishing compromise and rewarding intransigence.
Another “macro” factor is the commonplace new media business model
– whether 24/7 cable news, talk radio, or the Internet – which aims at
attracting traffic by playing to the more passionate political participants,
rather than by offering filtered and unbiased news reporting to the population at large. Campaign financing law has strengthened ideologically-oriented interest groups while greatly undermining the national parties – historically moderating influences on political behavior. It is likewise startling
to read in this book how much candidates have lost control of their election
campaign messaging due to the expenditures of “independent” groups.
Put simply, the macro factors itemized in this book have proven combustible and have essentially eliminated any meaningful center to an American
political system. Polarization underlies the “nationalizing trend” so evident
in congressional affairs, upending Tip O’Neill’s famous adage that all politics are local. This nationalizing trend applies both to elections and to
House and Senate practices, which have taken on the features of what Davis
calls a “parliamentary style” that is unsuitable – at best – in a “checks and
balances” system. A looming potential future consequence of the resulting
impasse is presidential government. But the authors show that the situation
is reversible and recommend measures – large and small – that can and will
change recent patterns.
I have known and worked with Tom Davis since our days as Amherst
classmates in the late 1960s. He draws on his experience from the White
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House political office to Fairfax County, Virginia, politics to two successful
terms (in 2000 and 2002) as chairman of the National Republican Congressional Committee (NRCC), the campaign arm of House Republicans, in
explaining the changing nature of the electorate and the changing pressures
on our elected leaders that make compromise so difficult. Often called the
“Michael Barone” of the House, Tom is a certified genius on the subject of
elections and politics, but he is also one of the greatest political practitioners
of his generation. Tom was a prodigious legislator, authoring over 100 bills
that became law and spearheading hearings on controversial issues – such as
steroid use in baseball – from his perch as chairman of the House Government Reform Committee. Indeed, with an encyclopedic knowledge of politics, Tom’s most important traits are his ability to make friends of political
rivals, his ability to advance his principles while getting things done, and his
profound reverence for the Congress and the American way of government
he has served since high school.
I have observed Martin Frost and Richard Cohen from afar. Frost’s
record as Tom’s counterpart as chairman of the Democratic Congressional
Campaign Committee (DCCC) in 1996 and 1998 made history. He was
rewarded by his Democratic House colleagues by being elected as chairman
of the House Democratic Caucus and has the vantage of presiding over
hundreds of Democratic Caucus meetings. Cohen’s Almanac of American
Politics has been an indispensable source on American politics for years. It is
evident in this book that both Martin Frost and Rich Cohen share Tom’s
spirit of generosity, pride in the significance and history of America’s “first
branch” of government, and commitment to finding ways to meet the current crisis and serving the system which has served America so well.
The fact that Tom Davis, Martin Frost, and Rich Cohen can come
together to explain the changes afoot in national politics and to present various solutions makes this book a “must-read” for both avid and casual followers of our political system. In an era where partisans talk over each other
with prepackaged messaging points, it is rare indeed that two experienced
congressional partisans from opposite ends of the spectrum can write candidly about our political system, share their insights and experiences, and
concur on the steps that need to be taken to restore Congress and the federal government to effectiveness. But the authors are more than experienced
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partisans and friends. They are accomplished professionals who as congressmen made political history, and they represent the best in politics.
Put plainly, this is the most significant political book I have read in a
decade or longer. Our system of self-government is manifestly in crisis and
the stakes could not be higher. For over a decade, the public has awaited
explanations and recommendations, which are provided by this book.
Again, the polarization of American politics has happened over the
course of several decades, and it will not go away all at once. It can be
addressed meaningfully with steps ranging from the restoration of discarded
customs in Congress to legislation reforming the redistricting process. As
the authors show, it will require political will on the part of officeholders as
well as greater involvement of independents and moderates of both parties
before and after Election Day. But the political stories told in this book
remind us of the good things that can be recaptured and what is to be
gained by restoring the spirit of compromise and optimism to national politics. In changing the tone and effectiveness of our national political institutions, Americans have everything to gain.
I’m convinced by this book that the goals set forth are attainable. It is
also clear that time is of the essence. So, as the authors say, let’s get started.
David Eisenhower, grandson of General and President Dwight D. Eisenhower, is an historian and the Director of the Institute for Public Service at the
Annenberg Public Policy Center. He serves as a senior research fellow at the University of Pennsylvania’s Annenberg School of Communication and is a fellow in
the International Relations Department at the University. Eisenhower is the
author ofEisenhower: At War, which was a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize in history in 1986. He and wife Julie Nixon Eisenhower are co-authors of Going
Home to Glory.
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The Mess We’re in: How Did
We Get Here, and Where Do
We Go From Here?
By Tom Davis and Martin Frost
We are both longtime baseball fans, so we honestly feel Casey Stengel’s
famous quote about the inept 1962 New York Mets provides an ideal summary and query for this book. The Mets were in the midst of their first year
as an expansion team, when they ultimately lost 120 games. Stengel was
their manager and in an exasperated moment he said, “Can’t anyone here
play this game?”1 The same can be said about the woeful 113th Congress,
derided as one of the least productive in the history of our country.
Martin grew up in Ft. Worth, Texas, listening to Harry Caray broadcast
the St. Louis Cardinals on radio. The Cardinals were the southernmost
major league team at the time and had the South tied up on radio. One of
Martin’s earliest memories was listening to a Cardinals game as a sevenyear-old in 1949. His first World Series game as a spectator was the fifth
game of the 1964 Yankees-Cardinals World Series, which the Cardinals
won in ten innings at Yankee Stadium on a home run by Tim McCarver.
Martin’s greatest stress in baseball occurred in 2011, when the Cardinals
played in the World Series against his home district Texas Rangers. He will
1
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only say that his American League team is the Rangers and his National
League team is the Cardinals.
Tom has spent most of his life in the Washington, D.C., area and has
been a regular at Washington Nationals baseball games since the team
moved from Montreal to the District of Columbia in 2005; prior to that, he
followed the Washington Senators, who moved to Martin’s district in 1972
to become the Texas Rangers. During the three-decade interval in between,
he enjoyed Baltimore Orioles games at Camden Yards.
Tom’s interest in baseball led to his chairing the now-famous baseball
steroid hearings detailed in Chapter 13 of this book. This hearing resulted
in Tom’s being listed by Sports Illustrated as one of the 50 top figures in
sports that year. His greatest pride, however, is having gotten a hit in five
straight years of the annual congressional baseball game played between
Democrats and Republicans.
This book is written for the millions of people who follow politics and
who have thrown up their hands in dismay at the current state of our
national government. It is also written for young people – high school and
college students – who are studying the American system of government
and who plan to participate in the political process someday, either as candidates or just as informed voters. It is the book we wish had been available
when we were first studying American government.
It’s a book about what has happened to American politics in recent years
and the implications of all this for the ability of the two parties to restore
some degree of bipartisan cooperation in dealing with the major problems
facing our country.
Neither one of us is a political scientist, though we were practitioners and
observers of national politics during our combined 40 years in Congress.
We were both political moderates – a disappearing breed in both political
parties. Each of us also headed our party’s House campaign committee. In
another time, either or both of us might have become Speaker of the House.
But our parties moved away from us, Tom’s to the right and Martin’s to the
left.
Like much of the public today, we are appalled by the current state of
politics in America. It hasn’t always been like this and it doesn’t have to be
like this in the future. The purpose of this book is to discuss how we reached
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this point in our history and to offer some suggestions for a better, more
bipartisan government. It contains our personal observations about the
challenges Congress has faced in recent years and some of the institutional
and political problems that have led to this current extreme deadlock.
We will start with our own stories – how we each became involved in
politics and some of the things that made it both interesting and productive
for the people we represented. We don’t pretend to have all the answers, but
we believe our perspectives are both accurate and helpful as we try to chart a
path forward.
We will then chronicle the various developments that have occurred
during our political lifetimes and led to the gridlock Congress faces today.
These include chapters on the “new normal” in American politics that has
led to divided government, the continuing role of race in American politics,
the insidious role of highly partisan gerrymandering, evolution in campaign
finance laws that started out as reforms but have further corrupted the
system, the new media, and times when Congress was both fun and productive.
Each of us has witnessed huge changes in our party and our home state.
Texas is a microcosm of what has happened to the two parties in the House.
In Martin’s office, there is a picture of the Texas Democratic congressional
delegation that was taken in 1989, on the day Speaker Jim Wright resigned
from Congress. The delegation on that day consisted of 19 Democrats and
eight Republicans. Many of the Democrats were political moderates. In
2014 (25 years later), the Texas delegation had 24 Republicans and 12
Democrats. Of the people in that picture, only one – Ralph Hall – remained
in Congress, though he had switched parties and become a Republican. In
May 2014, at age 91, he lost the Republican nomination for an 18th term.
Texas has gained nine seats since 1990 as a result of population growth
and reapportionment. Many of these growth areas have been in suburban
Republican districts. Democrats have lost seats as rural and small-town
whites moved en masse to the Republican Party because of race and social
issues like abortion and gun control. New Deal seniors have died off and
been replaced by Reagan seniors. Many of them have lost their connection
with the Democratic Party. The remaining Democratic seats exist in parts of
the state where blacks and Hispanics are packed together because of
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housing patterns and clever redistricting by Republican legislators. This is a
recurring pattern in the South, where there are almost no white Democrats
still holding congressional seats (except in Florida, which does not really
qualify as a southern state). As a result, the Democratic Party in the House
has moved farther to the left.
Virginia, too, has experienced huge political change in recent decades. In
the early 1960s, the state and its elected officials remained firmly committed
to the South’s “massive resistance” to the federal government’s civil rights
initiatives. Its senior members of Congress – mostly Democrats – included
arch-segregationists who held powerful positions on Capitol Hill. They
included Senate Finance Committee Chairman Harry Byrd and House
Rules Committee Chairman “Judge” Howard Smith. Change came in the
1980s, when both senators and most of the House delegation were Republicans. In recent years, several House seats in Virginia have competitively
switched back and forth. In 2014, Republicans held 8-to-3 control in the
delegation, but both senators were Democrats, as were the three elected
statewide officials in Richmond. In presidential politics, Barack Obama won
the state twice, becoming the first Democrat to win Virginia since 1964. His
vote share in that state in both 2008 and 2012 matched his national vote
performance. Virginia voters have rejected strongly conservative candidates
who might have won a decade or two prior.
Two of the corners of the South, Texas and Virginia, have shown the
growth of the Republican Party in that region. Much of the party’s national
leadership has been drawn from conservative southerners. As the religious
and social right continue to play a major role in state and national politics,
pushing Republicans farther to the right, little place has been left for moderate Republicans – who once played a significant role in Congress. So, too,
the decline of moderate southern Democrats – who not long ago were a
dominant force in Congress – has weakened the political center and the
potential for coalition-building. We have experienced a major “sorting” of
the two political parties such that the threat of a party primary challenge
from an extreme member of one’s own party leaves little incentive for either
Democrats or Republicans to seek compromise in the legislative process.
There is a great irony in all this that extends far beyond who controls
Congress: presidential politics are also being shaped by these trends. Bill
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Clinton was elected president in 1992 by creating a majority based in the
political center. Barack Obama, on the other hand, was elected in 2008 and
reelected in 2012 by putting together a liberal coalition of blacks, Hispanics,
gays, Jewish voters, upper-income whites, union members, young people,
and suburban women turned off by Republicans’ stance on women’s health
issues. This coalition worked because of changing demographics and the
fact that Obama was able to increase traditional turnout levels among blacks
and young people. It is possible that a future white Democratic presidential
candidate would not be able to replicate Obama’s success, particularly if the
Republican Party ever connects with Hispanics and suburban women.
There clearly are other forces at work – money spent by outside groups, a
more partisan media, the state of the economy – which continue to have a
heavy influence on Congress’s partisan shape and ability to function. All this
and more will be explored in the chapters that follow.
We are both optimists who believe in our system of government and
hope that there is a path forward to a better, more productive legislative
body. We also both know some very competent, highly motivated members
of Congress who hold hope for the future. Toward that end, we offer a few
suggestions for the future in our last chapter.
In writing this book, we have been joined by Richard Cohen, a longtime
congressional reporter, book author, and former co-author of The Almanac
of American Politics. As a Massachusetts native, Rich suffered through decades of woeful performances by the beloved Boston Red Sox. Their success
in winning three World Series championships in the past decade – twice
against Martin’s Cardinals, no less – has been a welcome change. Like the
Sox, Congress too has had its shining moments along with its dismal performances. As Rich has learned, there’s rarely a dull moment. Change has
become inexorable – and more frequent than ever in recent years.
As students of politics who have had diverse congressional experiences,
we have decided to combine our perspectives into this book on the
changing forces in American politics. Our goal is to make this book understandable to the average reader and supply some depth and insights to students of politics as well. We hope readers will find this book interesting and
helpful. In the meantime, we anxiously await the arrival of pitchers and
catchers at baseball’s next spring training.
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The New Normal: Divided
Government
By Tom Davis
Two “new normals” in electoral behavior have emerged over the past 20
years. The first is the tendency of the electorate to divide government
between the parties. The second is the evolution of the American voters’
thought from “all politics is local” to “all politics is national,” with less ticketsplitting and more straight-party behavior on the part of the electorate.
Although these two tendencies may seem incongruent to the casual
observer (straight-ticket voting equals divided government), they are
indeed highly compatible and engrained in recent trends.
Consider that over a period from 1980 to 2014, a total of 34 years, 26
years have seen divided government and only eight have witnessed one
party controlling both the House and the Senate as well as the presidency.
Moreover, in the three midterm elections where the voters had an opportunity to either change control and balance government or maintain party
control, the voters overwhelmingly opted to throw the president’s party out
of power in the House of Representatives.
I was a beneficiary of that trend in 1994, when voters elected me and
dozens of other new Republicans to the House of Representatives as a protest to the leftward drift of the Democratic Party and the Clinton adminis31
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tration. For the first time in 40 years, Republicans took a majority of the
House. However, the GOP over-read its mandate and the voters in my congressional district, who had elected me to protect themselves from Bill
Clinton in 1994, reelected Clinton two years later to protect themselves
from me – a kind of balancing act in and of itself. Although straight-ticket
voting as a “normal” was just beginning to emerge in 1996, swing voters
opted for a divided, or balanced, government.
It is in the off-year elections when voters tend to take their vengeance out
on one-party control of government. Presidential years have witnessed a
greater propensity for straight-ticket balloting, probably because those years
bring out larger turnouts and a higher proportion of voters who are more
passionate than strategic in their electoral behavior.
The Senate is more complicated because of its staggered elections, with
only one-third of the body facing reelection at a given time, but the facts are
indisputable. In the 1994 cycle, for example, President Clinton’s Democrats
lost 44 House seats and nine Senate seats, which gave Republicans control
of both the House and Senate for the first time in 40 years. That flipped 12
years later during President George W. Bush’s second term. Democrats
gained 31 House seats and six Senate seats, taking back control of each
chamber. In President Obama’s first midterm election in 2010, Republicans
took back House control with a 63-seat gain; their six-seat Senate gain was
not enough to retake the Senate.
This tendency to divide government has now been the rule nearly 80% of
the time since 1980. At first, divided government was a good thing, in the
sense that bipartisan government – shared responsibility for governing –
produced many new laws, from tax reform to immigration reform
(Simpson-Mazzoli, 1986) under the leadership of Ronald Reagan to budget
deals and welfare reform under President Clinton. Shared responsibility for
outcomes and governing brought out bipartisan compromises on the issues
of the day. Under President Clinton, a bipartisan balanced budget compromise actually produced four years of surplus revenues!
It wasn’t always easy. There were government shutdowns (several under
President Reagan and two lengthier ones under President Clinton) and an
impeachment, but along the way both parties saw it in their interest to produce a work product and tackle tough issues together. And when one party
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tried to do the heavy lifting all by itself, in a one-party government, it usually
over-read its mandate and was punished by the voters in the next midterm.
There has been a tendency in off-year elections for swing voters to vote
against the president’s party. Balancing government is certainly one consideration independent voters have in making their off-year choices. There is a
reason for this: certain segments of the electorate do not get their first
choices in general elections, so they must opt for the lesser of two perceived
equals. And not giving one party total control of the legislative process is
one way to do it.
In my opinion, voters were concerned about the direction of the country
in the huge election changes of 1994: a record tax hike, gun control, and
national health care (then known as “Hillarycare”).
However, for many voters, the agenda of the Newt Gingrich House –
shutting down the government twice, cutting entitlement benefits, and
passing abortion restrictions – proved to be too much change. So they
clipped the Republicans’ wings a bit, shaving their majorities while
reelecting Bill Clinton in 1996, and reducing GOP majorities in 1998 with
Clinton still in the White House. That set up a 2000 match that remained
closely contested for the House, the Senate, and the presidency.
In the pre-Bush, pre-Obama days, the minority party acted as a minority
shareholder in government. It tried to have an impact on outcomes, sometimes limiting damage to its constituencies and sometimes winning policy
battles by attracting enough of the majority party’s votes to change or mitigate an otherwise unsatisfactory outcome.
But along the way, things started to change. The parties began to sort
themselves out ideologically. Liberal Republicans became rare and conservative Democrats all but disappeared. Along the way, the minority party
began to act less as a minority shareholder in government and more like an
opposition party. Compromises became rarer and bipartisanship a dirty
word.
Surprisingly, although the pundits decried the decreasing civility and
cooperation between parties, voters doubled down and became more parliamentary in their voting habits, opting for less ticket-splitting and more
straight-ticket behavior. Politicians responded by going back to their partisan corners and behaving in a more parliamentary manner, compromising
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less and opposing nearly everything the other side wanted. Redistricting or
gerrymandering – manipulation in the drawing of the legislative district
lines – became both a cause and a manifestation of this new normal.
I say divided government is a new normal in part because the House of
Representatives has a decidedly Republican edge in the way votes are distributed throughout the various districts. In 2012, Democrats posted a 1.4million-vote edge3, in total votes cast, for the House of Representatives
nationwide, but they came up short of control by 17 seats. It would have
taken a swing of another three to five percent to bring Democrats to a
majority because of the alignments of the districts and the disparate distribution of Democratic votes.
Despite President Obama’s substantial victory nationwide, with a plurality of nearly five million votes and a 51.1% to 47.2% margin, he carried
only 209 congressional districts, while Governor Romney carried 226.4
In that presidential election, the distribution of GOP and Democratic
votes had a very different impact.
In 18 states, plus the District of Columbia, Democratic presidential candidates have now won in six straight elections! These states account for 242
electoral votes, which puts a candidate well on track for the 270 needed to
win elections. The GOP has 13 states that have been consistently Republican over the same period, but these states only yield 102 electoral votes, far
short of what is required to be elected president. Thus, given the trends that
have developed over the past 25 years, Democrats start off with a nearly
two-to-one advantage in the Electoral College.
Whether by design, the unfolding of historical patterns, or just plain luck,
the playing fields for the House and the presidency carry different institutional advantages for the two parties, resulting in a strong bias for divided
government.
As presidential voting patterns have become clear and relatively consistent, and residential sorting patterns have emerged to establish solidly blue
and red states, the congressional vote pattern has followed suit. The following chart indicates that the 18 “blue wall” states (plus the District of
Columbia) with consistent Democratic presidential patterns have also
reflexively voted Democratic for the Senate. They also have elected nearly
twice as many Democrats to the House, and more than three times as many
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Democratic governors. The reverse is true for the 13 “red wall” states
(voting six straight elections for the same presidential party’s candidate). In
2010 the GOP saw its largest off-year wave since 1938, and Republicans significantly over-performed throughout the country.
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Following is our summary of the voting patterns – including electoral
votes (EVs) – in the blue, red, and swing states:
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THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES REPUBLICAN INSTITUTIONAL BIAS
The House of Representatives, as lines are currently drawn, has a significant (but not insurmountable) bias in favor of the Republicans. This bias is
due to three unrelated but interconnected factors: the Voting Rights Act,
residential sorting patterns, and political gerrymandering and redistricting
(the GOP had the upper hand in drawing state lines after the 2010 census).
This is exacerbated by the second “new normal” that has evolved over
the past 40 years: the propensity of voters to vote straight-party and not
split their tickets in federal elections. Voters’ thought has mutated from the
old adage that “all politics is local” to behavior indicating that “all politics is
national.” Nowhere is this clearer than in the makeup of Congress today.
In 2013, of the 234 GOP House members, 94% were from districts that
Mitt Romney carried in 2012. Of the 201 Democratic seats, fully 96% were
from districts carried by Obama. The number of split-ticket districts is the
lowest in nearly a century and has been decreasing over the past decade.
In the Senate, those 18 “blue wall” states that have voted six straight
times for presidential Democrats have a Senate lineup of 32 Democrats
(including Independents Bernie Sanders and Angus King, who caucus with
the Democrats) and four Republicans. Three of the four Republicans were
swept into office in the GOP tidal wave of 2010 and potentially face difficult
reelections in 2016. They are Ron Johnson of Wisconsin, Mark Kirk of Illinois, and Pat Toomey of Pennsylvania. The fourth, Susan Collins of Maine,
has the most moderate record of any Republican and is an 18-year Senate
veteran from a small state where personal politics still matter.
Of the 13 “red” states that have a solid Republican presidential performance, the 2014 Senate lineup was 23 Republicans out of 26 seats. Entering
the 2014 election campaign, Democrats were projected to lose two of their
three seats (Alaska and South Dakota). Only Heidi Heitkamp of North
Dakota breaks the mold, having won an open seat by less than a percentage
point in 2012. The governorships in these states follow a similar pattern, but
I would note that in voters’ minds, a state election is different from a
national election.
A generation ago, ticket-splitting was a time-honored American tradition
that advanced the idea that all politics is local. Throughout the second half
of the 20th century, American voters would go to the polls in presidential
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years and often vote for one party for president and another for their congressman. Columnist Ron Brownstein has observed, “Voters used to vote
for the name on the back of the jersey. Today, they vote for the color of the
jersey.”
That’s not to say that straight-ticket voting and coattails didn’t have their
place. In some states, it was so institutionalized that a voter could pull one
lever and vote a straight-party ballot for every office. The Connecticut legislature shifted from heavily Republican in 1956 to heavily Democratic in
1958. But that was an exceptional outcome, and the pattern ended a few
years later when the state eliminated the straight-party lever in voting.5

Many of Obama’s top districts are contiguous, indicating that partisan
gerrymandering is not the cause of the high Democratic voter distribution.
In fact, only two of the top ten Obama districts were subject to Republican
redistricting plans (FL-24 and PA-2). On the Republican side, all ten topheavy Romney districts were in states where the GOP had drawn the lines!
A partisan redraw would not waste so many extra Republican votes if it
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could be avoided. This is clearly the result of residential patterns. For each
of the 20 districts shown above, the neighboring districts show a similar, but
less intense, partisan pattern.
To more clearly demonstrate how residential sorting contributes to a
Republican institutional advantage, consider that Obama scored over 80%
of the vote in 27 congressional districts, while Romney scored over 80% in
just one: the Texas Panhandle district (adjacent to TX-19, TX-11, and
OK-6 – all three of which are among Romney’s top ten performing districts).6 In other words, Democrats have more wasted votes in House races,
as there is no prize for running up the score.
Moreover, the Voting Rights Act is not the sole cause of packing Democrats in many of these districts. California’s 12th and 13th districts (contiguous; San Francisco and Berkeley) have infusions of large white liberal constituencies. MA-8 has the same with MIT and Harvard. (Martin has a different view about how Republicans used the Voting Rights Act to pack
black districts in the South, as he sets out in the next chapter.)
As demonstrated earlier, this is a new normal. Compare the 2012 outcome with the 1988 presidential race between George H.W. Bush and
Michael Dukakis. Bush won the race 53.4% to 45.6%, but only 21 Democratic districts produced Dukakis percentages of over 70%, while nine districts produced Bush percentages of over 70%. Democratic members of
Congress were reelected in four of the nine supermajority Bush districts!
Today, no Democrat would be remotely competitive in such districts.
Democrats prevailed in all 21 of the 70%-plus Dukakis districts. New
York’s Bill Green was the best-performing Republican (61%) in a highly
Dukakis district (66%). All of the aforementioned Democratic districts
were in large northern cities (Chicago had three, New York had six, and
Detroit and the Bay area had two, plus Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia,
St. Louis, Newark, Baltimore, and Los Angeles). The only exception was
Houston’s Mickey Leland, who represented a black district in Houston’s
core. But these districts were mostly African American enclaves within
major cities. Today, many large Bohemian and academic communities produce Democratic majorities rivaling those of ethnic communities.
Today, as a rule of thumb, urban areas belong en bloc to the Democratic
Party while most rural areas belong to the GOP. Suburbs are the new battle-
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grounds for political control, with inner suburbs (with closer ties to the
cities) being more Democratic and outer suburbs (exurbs) exhibiting
strong Republican tendencies.
In my congressional district I saw my voter percentages drop precipitously as suburban areas revitalized and new “town centers” were developed. In the 2004 election I saw my reelection percentage drop compared
to the 2000 election, despite the fact that redistricting had removed several
heavily Democratic parts of my district (such as Reston and Dumfries) and
added heavily Republican sections of exurban western Prince William
County. President Bush ran better nationally in 2004 than in 2000, so what
could explain my drop from 62% of the vote to 60% of the vote?
The late political scientist Robert Wood (later the president of the University of Massachusetts) published a book in 1958 entitled Suburbia: its
People and Their Politics. He was opining on the suburban movements out
of cities following World War II. He observed that young families were
moving to the suburbs, not to be near the city but to be away from the city.
He believed suburbanization was an anti-urban phenomenon.
Fast-forward 60 years and Dr. Wood’s thesis is still relevant. But most
political observers miss the point when they call Nassau County or
Arlington, Pasadena, Bethesda, Merrifield, or Evanston “suburbs.” The
people flocking to these former suburbs are in fact moving to what have
now become cities. Their value set, their densities, their diversity, and, yes,
their politics are thoroughly citified. The new “suburbs” as envisioned by
Professor Wood are now the outer suburbs, the exurbs, that attract young
families moving away from the city – not because housing is cheaper, but
because of the values they represent. These voters flee the rapid urbanization that is taking place in older suburbs for megachurches, gun shops, Walmarts, and youth sport centers. As cities spread into suburbs, the stereotypical suburbanite moves further out.
The explanation for my 2004 percentage drop came to me at a post-election dinner I had with Democrat Gerry Connolly, who was, at the time, the
chairman of the Fairfax County Board of Supervisors, and later became my
successor in Congress. He asked me if the results in the Merrifield precinct
surprised me. I was surprised at the question, but it was revealing. Merrifield
had been a small precinct sitting just outside of the Capital Beltway with a
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mix of modest houses, apartments, and an older, established black community. It has always had a Democratic flavor but had always given me solid
support, even in the most Democratic years.
The county had decided to put a Metro rail stop nearby, and the county
board had decided to revitalize this depressed area with higher-density
office and upscale, high-rise residential development. My instinct told me
that the new owners and renters would be higher-income whites who relocated to be near the subway line for their commutes into high-paying jobs in
the city. In my periodic visits to the area during my reelection campaign,
that view had been sustained, with the caveat that a substantial professional
ethnic population was also moving in.
What I hadn’t noticed was that the national GOP and President Bush
were failing to connect with these new voters. Although I had met many of
them in my travels to their local schools or shaking hands at the subway
stop, these voters had not been integrated into the larger community. Many
were single and others were DINKs (double income, no kids). Their politics were decidedly not Republican and on Election Day, I was their target
for sending a message. I lost the precinct, decidedly, even while I carried
everything around it.
These newcomers were not suburbanites, as we traditionally view them.
They would have been comfortable in the city, where their jobs were. But
Fairfax had brought the city to the suburbs. Shopping, mass transit, dense
living patterns – all within a five-minute walk. With higher numbers of singles, ethnics, and folks with alternative lifestyles, the values in Merrifield
were far different from those in the Merrifield of a decade prior. The newcomers were decidedly unhappy with the Bush administration and its social
views. They were higher-income, upwardly mobile, and certainly not part of
the progressive politics one finds in inner cities, but they voted solidly Democratic. Merrifield was lost for the GOP. These new voters identified more
with the characteristics of a city than those of a suburban county.
At the same time, I noticed in picking up new precincts in western Prince
William County that a counter-change was taking effect. In outer suburbs,
the GOP vote was increasing. And in Appalachia, once a Democratic
stronghold, Republicans were on the rise.
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The following charts illustrate the growing dominance of the GOP in
Appalachia along with diminishing voter turnout, against turnout models in
Democratic urban areas:

Although these mountain counties were losing population and electoral
strength, they were moving rapidly away from the Democratic Party. Environmental politics (coal), guns, gay rights, abortion – issues that were
helping to move Fairfax into the Democratic column were transforming
Appalachia into a solid GOP bastion.
I remember asking West Virginia’s Nick Rahall, a 38-year Democratic
member of the House of Representatives, if he saw the movement to Bush
in 2000 as a permanent or temporary realignment. Congressman Rahall, a
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native of southern West Virginia and a survivor of West Virginia politics,
replied, “I’m afraid the movement away from the Democrats is permanent.”
Although he had worked the coalfields for a generation, he faced political
extinction in 2014, just as his neighbor to the south, 28-year Democrat Rick
Boucher of southwest Virginia, had been defeated in 2010 by a Republican
who didn’t live in his district.
Politics was no longer personal. It was no longer local. It was national. In
the case of Appalachia, it wasn’t changing demographics driving the electoral outcomes, it was a changing set of issues; and the Democrats were now
on the other side of the issues that mattered.
More importantly, these were no longer competitive areas. They had
become overwhelmingly Republican areas, where gerrymandering couldn’t
change outcomes. Except for a few college towns and art colonies scattered
around the 428 counties of this mountainous region, these areas were now
in solidarity with the GOP.
Unfortunately for Republicans, Appalachia is not growing, but the suburban counties are. These growth patterns portend a real problem for the
GOP.
Gerrymandering – combined with residential sorting, the Voting Rights
Act, and straight-ticket voting – was taking voters out of the equation.
Instead of the voters picking their leaders, the leaders were picking their
voters, and the resulting polarization and institutionalization of divided government were taking hold.
The net result has been a Democratic presidential advantage and a
Republican House electoral advantage. The Senate is likely to be a battleground in the years to come, with no party likely to clear the 60-vote filibuster-proof majority in the next several cycles. Thus, divided government
is the likely continuum. Institutional realities limit the ability of voters, particularly nonaligned voters, to meaningfully affect the result. While many of
us proudly vote in November and leave the polling place with an “I Voted”
sticker on, we are reluctant to admit that the real election was in the spring
or summer primary where the candidate of the pre-drawn majority party
was nominated.
It is the emergence of both of these trends simultaneously that makes
them significant. One-party districts, without parliamentary straight-ticket
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voting, would not produce an institutionally Republican-biased House
alignment. In the past, massive ticket-splitting would have tempered this
bias, as it did in GOP presidential landslide years 1956, 1972, and 1984.
And with more competitively-drawn districts, the House would be in play
every two years, dependent on voter moods, much as the Founding Fathers
envisioned. But ideologically-sorted parties confine the House of Representative’s playing field to fewer than 20% of the seats in theory and, in practice,
fewer than 10% per cycle. This helps account for the unusually high reelection rates every two years, even in times of massive voter discontent.
In roughly 80% of the House districts, where the partisan outcome is predetermined by the district’s lines, incumbent members cater to their party
bases, and not to the independents or the other party, because their party
bases determine their futures; those folks are the participants in the defining
primary or nominating convention. And both parties have been moving in
opposite directions: Republicans to the right and Democrats to the left.
Primaries, in these 80% of districts, are the incumbents’ chief and often
only concern. Primary voters tend not to reward moderate candidates who
compromise. They prefer hardliners who will not stray from party orthodoxy. Moreover, as will be discussed later, the organized interest groups that
dominate the respective parties serve as an enforcement mechanism for
toeing the party line.
The end result is that the new normals make it difficult to achieve consensus and undermine efforts to compromise. Divided government and
party-line voting have established themselves as the norms. Even bad legislative outcomes fail to shake the underlying foundations of these factors.

MARTIN’S RESPONSE
While Tom makes a number of excellent points, his analysis does not
necessarily mean that the Republicans have a lock on the House of Representatives. The GOP margin in the House entering the 2014 elections was
relatively small (17 seats), and Democrats could retake the chamber, particularly in a presidential year when turnout among base Democratic constituencies (minorities, young voters, single women) is high. Thus, straightticket voting is a two-edged sword. It generally favors Democratic congressional candidates in presidential years and generally favors Republican con-
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gressional candidates in midterm elections. Recent exceptions to this were
2006, when a “wave” election swept the GOP out of the majority, and 1998,
when Democrats picked up five seats after then-Speaker Newt Gingrich
overplayed his hand with the impeachment of President Bill Clinton.
As the Economist pointed out on May 17, 2014, off-year voter turnout in
the United States is whiter and older than in presidential years. Both of
these groups currently favor the GOP.7
The Economist noted that whites constituted 77% of the vote in the 2010
midterm elections; the white percentage of the overall population is currently 72%: “Racially, mid-term voters lag the changes in the voting-age
population by about 20 years and the country as a whole by nearly 30
years.” On the subject of age, the Economist further pointed out, “Mid-term
voters are disproportionately old: a quarter of those who told the Census
Bureau that they voted in 2010 were over 65, though only 13% of Americans have that distinction.”8
The results in 2012 (+8 for House Democrats) were particularly noteworthy because the general consensus is that the 2011 redistricting favored
Republicans nationwide. It is certainly possible that Democrats could retake
some state legislatures in 2020 and redraw enough districts to tip the balance in a subsequent election.
Additionally, Hispanics are moving into close-in suburbs in many areas,
and their votes could tip the balance in some congressional districts – particularly if Republican hardliners continue to block any significant immigration reform in Congress.
Our country remains closely divided, so every election will be a challenge. However, there is no question that straight-ticket voting does make
our Congress much more into a parliamentary-type system, with bipartisan
compromise more difficult to achieve. This all cries out for strong leadership on both sides.

